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Alfred Essa’s Blog

THE NOSE

http://tatler.typepad.com/nose
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Questions

 What is open source?

 Is there a business case for open source?

 What is due diligence in selecting open source software?

 Where is open source going?

 What is MIT’s vision of open source and open content?

 How can you position your non-profit to take advantage of
open source?
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Open Source: A Basic Definition

 is a license(s)

 a method for developing software
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Best Scenario for Commercial Route

 Functional requirements well understood and bounded? (yes)

 Is it core business of the organization? (no)

 Commercial option available? (yes)
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Boundary of Innovation

Known Functional Set

new business processes

unanticipated needs

true innovations
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How do we get to the murky region of unknown
unknowns as they become knowns?

 proprietary systems not agile enough and not in business
model

 in-house development (expensive, not sustainable)

 cooperative development (co-ordination, limited gene pool for
innovation, intellectual property)

 Solution: open source development!
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Sustainability Curve

capability

investment
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How do good open-source projects work?

 Distributed Global Community: Everyone gets a “seat” 
at the table and is encouraged to contribute; active contributions
by paid and volunteer members of the community

 Transparent Governance:  Is it finished, does it work, who is 
working on what, how do I get involved, how are decisions made?
How is development coordinated? How is quality assurance 
managed? 
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Due diligence for selecting open source software

 Get to know the community and how it works!
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Where is open source going?

 Until recently, most of the open source activity has
concentrated at the “horizontal infrastructure” layer (i.e. Linux,
Apache, mySQL, JBoss)

 Activity now picking with “vertical applications” that meet
specific business needs. These may or may not reduce total
cost of ownership.

 Prediction: victory will ultimately go to a new category that
combines enterprise-class applications with infrastructure,
called “applistructures” (an integrated stack of enterprise
applications and infrastructure). That will be the sweet spot for
open source at the vertical layer and is our ambition with .LRN.
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Applistructure, a horrific word but it means
merger of enterprise applications with

infrastructure

 A successful applistructure comprises five elements:

 Continuously decrease the operational cost of information

technology

 Permit a fast and flexible reconfiguration of business processes

 Deliver secure and reliable service levels

 Permit upgrades and product enhancements on the fly

 Allow different technology providers as well as custom/legacy

code to plug and play seamlessly
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MIT President Charles Vest
President’s Report, Fall 2001

The MIT Vision
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Open CourseWare

 A Publication of MIT course
materials, free and open to
the world

 Over 900 courses on the OCW
website

 18.06 Linear Algebra

 6.001 Structure and
Interpretation of Computer
Programs
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DSpace

 A federated repository that makes available the collective
intellectual resources of the world’s leading research
institutions.

 A scalable digital archive that preserves and communicates
the intellectual output of MIT’s faculty and researchers.

 Developed jointly by MIT Libraries and Hewlett-Packard
(HP).
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Range of Dspace Content

 Preprints, Articles
 Technical Reports
 Working Papers
 Conference Papers
 Theses
 Datasets (statistical,

geospatial, biological,..)

 Images (visual, scientific)
 Audio and video recordings

of lectures and other
multimedia objects

 Learning objects
 Reformatted digital library

collections
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Companion Visions

 OpenCourseWare Vision.
global access to the raw
material from which the
world’s great learning
institutions create
educational experiences for
their students

 DSpace Vision. global
access to the collective
intellectual resources of the
world’s leading research
institutions through a
federation of institutional
archives
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.LRN Vision

An open source enterprise-class
platform, framework, and rich
collaborative applications
(“applistructure”) for learning
communities, with seamless
integration, for example, to open
content in OpenCourseWare
(education) and Dspace (research).
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What do mean by Learning Community?
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MIT Learning Community

Teaching (Knowledge Dissemination) 

Research (Knowledge Generation)

Practice (Knowledge Application)
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MIT Learning Community Stakeholders

teaching

practice

research

on-campus courses

research sponsors

program office
intranet

student class community
alumni clubs

alumni

remote learners

   

executive education
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.LRN Product & Process

Scalable, Enterprise-Ready, Standards-Based Foundation

Out-of-the-Box Application Suite

Innovations

Integration & Interoperability with Other Systems

User Community

Technical Community

Corporate Partnerships

Quality Assurance Support, Services
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.LRN Layman’s Architecture

ONLINE COMMUNITIES

COURSE MANAGEMENT

OpenACS
Web

Toolkit

Oracle or PostgreSQL

LEARNING MANAGEMENT

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

P
O
R
T
A
L
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.LRN v2.0
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Innovations Contributed by Community

Learning Object Repository System (Univ. of Sydney,
PBS, Solution Grove, Semantic Internet Innovation)

Compass (Harvard Kennedy School of Govt.)

Finance, Negotations Simulations (MIT)

Podcasting  (MIT)
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Sample features, infrastructure contributed by
community

Internationalization (Various)

External Authentication (Heidelberg)

WebDAV (MIT, Various)

IMS ERP Connector (Galileo)

RSS Weblogs (Collaboraid)
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The .LRN Edge

 Combines enterprise applications with infrastructure
(“applistructure” paradigm)

 Follows “pure” open source model of software development,
based on “user-driven innovation”

 Led by .LRN consortium, a formal entity for coordinating
development, marketing, and legal affairs of the community

 Rests on a mature, stable, and enterprise-class technical
“core” in development for nearly a decade
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The Non-Profit Edge

 Non-profits that layer “learning communities” on top of
“commons-based information communities” will enjoy a
competitive edge.

 What is a “commons-based information community”?

 Some have information that is not generally known;

 Some are willing to freely reveal what they know;

 Some other than the information source have uses for what is

revealed;
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Q & A

 How can you position your non-profit to take advantage of
open source?


